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Plant To Plant

This version of the Dump Truck System has been developed for trucking companies that predominantly work by
hauling materials from one Plant to another. Material producers are called Plants in some parts of the country and
Quarries in others. This system also has the unique ability to produce “Excel” files of the billing to be sent to the
Customer. Fuel Surcharge can also be added to the individual loads.
The Dump Truck System has many different versions with many different options. The purpose of this guide is to
give an overview of the screens used to produce billing invoices and pay statements for companies that work from
Plant to Plant.
The Trucking Menu is depicted below. We will focus on the Customer Jobs and Invoicing screens.
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Customer Jobs

Accurate invoicing is the goal to this screen. Customer jobs are entered with billing and paying rates by equipment
type. These rates come in automatically when invoicing. Reports are available that summarize by job, the amount
of material or hours expended on the job.
When the Quoting/Customer Job screen is entered, the first customer alphabetically appears. To see the jobs for
another customer, click the [Go] button. If you would like to scroll through the customers, click the [All] button and
then use the [ < ] [ > ] or up and down arrows on the keyboard.
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The Add/Edit screen is where new jobs are entered or modified. Note that the Job Types are (H) Hourly, (T) Tonnage
or (L) Load. The rates are entered by equipment type. Equipment types are entered on each driver and Independent
Contractor’s information record. This equipment type comes in at billing time, but can be changed in case the driver
used a different truck on that particular day.
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Invoicing

Accurate invoicing is the goal to this screen. Customer jobs are entered with billing and paying rates by equipment
type. These rates come in automatically when invoicing. Reports are available that summarize by job, the amount
of material or hours expended on the job. To begin invoicing, on the main Invoicing screen, click on the [New Job]
button. A small window appears as shown. Select the customer from the pick list. After a customer is selected, the
customer’s active jobs appear in a list. When jobs are no longer active, they can be sent to “History” and stop
appearing on the list of jobs. Thus, the billing clerks can only select the jobs that are set up with the valid rates.

This is the add tickets screen. The top portion of the screen shows the Customer and job. The top left side identifies
the driver or Independent Contractor, date and ticket. The middle of the screen is what you are billing. The right hand
side is what we are paying. The bottom of the screen displays the tickets just entered since coming into the screen.
The purpose of this is in case you are distracted while keying, you can see if you already entered the ticket.
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This screen shows a job that has tickets entered. These Jobs are turned into an invoice by clicking in the [Invoice]
button. Invoices can be reprinted by double clicking on the Invoice: number;
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This is an example of a printed invoice. DumpTruckSoftware.com customizes invoices and can even embed your
logo onto the invoice.
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Paying Drivers

Employee drivers are paid either hourly, or a percentage of the tonnage and load entries. Adjustments can be
entered for positive and negative amounts. Adjustments can also be made as a whole amount or percentage

The printed copy of the pay statement looks like the following.
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Paying Independent Contractors

There are several methods to pay your Independent Contractors. You can pay one at a time, pay all for a time
period, pay when you get paid, pay all that pull your trailers and pay for adjustments only.

The Dump Truck System also has a Safety and Compliance section that tracks expiration dates for items like
Medical Card, Driver License, Insurance, et cetera. These codes are entered by your company as needed. When
these items are expired or about to expire, a warning is displayed on the pay statements.
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